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Stuff from the President June 05
After the first Matrix Endurance weekend we held a very interesting committee meeting.
While we discussed a number of issues the key focus was our Nationals format and how can
we get more people to take part. In fact how can we get more people involved at all of the
regattas that we run?
From an event perspective the events are fun both on the water and socially but we still
struggle to get numbers. We see the odd old face and the odd new face but generally it’s the
same people. This new event did see some different faces that appeared to have a renewed
lease of life and enjoyment for boating again.
So what does your committee believe are the issues that we need to resolve to improve the
level of involvement from our members?
A full nationals is a full on 4 day program, it needs Easter or Christmas to fit the program in.
There is a thought that long weekends should be perhaps family time or left for other
commitments. Travel over a long weekend is also a hassle and in some areas
accommodation can be difficult to get.
If we run a complete program for Nationals it requires a lot of preparation time before the
event for those competitors who run a range of boats which most of us now do. If we break
the events up, we would have fewer boats to get ready for a specific weekend and if the
events are spread out during the year, more time will be available for testing and tuning.

Should we run our Championship events on standard two day weekends and have
two or three during the year? A plus for the two day event is that there are no course
changes which make the event easier to program and run. One problem with the 2
day weekend is that if we get full event entries for a matrix endurance weekend then
the event won't fit into two day weekend. A solution here could be to run tunnel at a
hydro weekend and race them on the oval course, clockwise or anti-clockwise.
Should we always hold the nationals at the same venue? This would allow people to plan
well in advance which should help keep their costs down. If we went to multiple weekends
where would we run open oval? Perhaps the Thunder down under?
There are a few other trophies that we would have to allocate to certain events but we can
work through them once we know what the members think of some of these comments.
These are thoughts for discussion please have a think about it and pass on your comments
to a committee member.
Other issues discussed
Engraving trophies - these items record our history and we need to keep them up to date. If
you win or have won a trophy, please get it engraved properly before you return it. The
committee resolved that if a trophy was returned without engraving the association would
arrange for the engraving and send an account to the last holder.
Race Start for Endurance.
During the weekend we used the conventional 10 hands off start but with the setup we
currently have at our lake this was considered a bit dangerous. For day 2 we used a 2.5
minute countdown milling the full course. This worked really well and it’s a format that we will
continue to trial.
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Speed Runs
We are looking at the rules for this event which well see the contest director taking
responsibility for the course, its setup and the collection of times and completion of the
paperwork etc. This will be a committee remit for the next AGM.
Comments
Two 20 minute heats was a great format, the racing was great and in many events there was
great reliability.
We have also just finished the second round of the Scale Series held in New Plymouth. Here
again we struggled for numbers but did we have some good racing or what. We have to
thank the locals who came to help but perhaps next time you guys could bring boats as well.
Any way that enough for now, please give us some feedback and make an effort to get along
to an event and have some fun.

Notice of a Date Change
Final Round of the Endurance Matrix Weekend
Will now be held in Palmerston North on the 8th – 9th October

Wellington Offshore 2005 Report.
Firstly I’d like to make an apology for the lateness of the report and results for this event. A
few rev ups from our editor finally prompted me into action so here goes.
Many thanks to you guys who traveled to our annual event . It made it worthwhile organizing
and gave us some good competitive racing . Thanks also to everyone who helped organize
and run the event on the day. A special thanks go to Keith Belworthy for manning the rescue
boat for us as our usual helper Darrell aka (Dazzle) decided to run a boat this year instead.
His fluro pink and green Apache hull was certainly hard to miss even on the odd occasion it
stopped for a rest . This was later found to be a bound up flexishaft in the lower end of the
tube and was rectified before the next event. This boat is now showing some good speed
and very reliable motor running thanks to having an onboard glow driver system that cuts in
at about 1/3 throttle.
This event saw the inaugural running of Doris’s new M&M livery deep vee. It was also the
first run for his ASP 61 in this boat and a few tuning problems and some handling issues
limited his overall score for the day but the boat looked good on the water and gave us all a
good idea of what our offshore racing boats should aspire to look like Well done Doris.
That’s about all the praise you’ll get from me this year.
Nigel Wong aka (glasshopper) ran his newly finished vee hull that is now named Dumass as
this is what it is. Some might say the name fits the driver better but those of us in the know
will tell you that the hull is a Dumas deep vee so the name is quite apt. The boat showed a
good turn of speed and seemed to handle the conditions quite well for an American oval
racing type hull. I’m sure with the addition of a hatch and some more appropriate livery it will
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continue to be a fun boat to drive. Nige ended up being the best of the B class boats on the
day winning the class with 33.5 laps. Hard luck in B class went to Leigh Marsden as he was
continually plagued by servo problems making it impossible for him to continue running
forcing an early retirement on the day. Better luck next time Leigh.
John Belworthy aka (Harry Potter) what can I say. Throw the dam batteries away and get
some decent ones on board. Harry has been plagued by battery problems with this boat for
some time and this caused an early retirement for him as well. Harry is now kitted up with a
good charger and batteries so watch out at the next event he will be positively dangerous.
Pieter Lokum (still no nickname) opted to run his Elvis Deep Vee called Viper with ASP 61
power on board. This is another very well presented boat and scored the second highest
number of laps in the first round with 27.5. This was 0.5 laps better than Neil Plumpton’s C2
score of 27 so well done Pete for showing that you don’t need gobs of power to do well in
offshore racing. A bad 2nd round limited his overall score but still finished 3rd in C1 class for
the day. Daryl Christiansen aka (Slick) top scored in the first round with 29.5 laps with his OS
61 powered Elvis Deep Vee . Dam they are good boats. I’m sure the royalties will be flooding
in shortly as promised. It’s probably time for me to build another one as it seems the only
way to win in this event. Slick scored very well in all his heats and his 52 laps in the final
saw him take out the overall win this year. Father Neil, Peter Collier and Dazzle all scored
better in the final but on aggregate could not beat Slick for the trophy.
All in all a very good days racing in the best conditions we have had for a while. If you’re
interested in some real offshore racing put it in your calendar for next year. Results below.
B Class results.
1st Nigel Wong 33.5 laps 2nd John Belworthy 24 laps 3rd Leigh Marsden 18 laps 4th Michael
Binns 7 laps.
C1 Class.
1st Daryl Christiansen 143.25 laps 2nd Peter Collier 102 laps 3rd Pieter Lokum 100.75 laps 4th
Mark Graham 84.5 laps 5th DORIS 46 laps
C2 Class.
1st Neil Plumpton 116.25 laps 2nd Wayne Mc Naught 112.75 laps 3rd Darrell Hansen 80.75
laps
Overall top 3
1st Daryl Christiansen 143.25 laps 2nd Neil Plumpton 116.25 laps 3rd Wayne McNaught
112.75 laps.
A final thought for those of you that did not do so well at this event.
Even a bad days boating has to be better than a day at work?
Regards, Elvis.
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Endurance Matrix Series Round 1 Palmy.
Arrived at the lake to the smiling Doris and comments of “Welcome to the fine sunny
Manawatu”. Well in this instance he wasn’t joking as everyone went home with a bit
of sunburn and the odd bit of wind burn, none of the nasty rain like the Pukekohe
people got for the V8 Super cars.
So, off we went with a new format, a few new boats and a lot of anticipation as to
what the new racing would bring. No one was disappointed as the 20-minute format
was great fun with only a few little tweaks between Saturday and Sunday.
The great advantage that running 2 x 20 minute heats has over our more traditional 1
hour enduro is that if you have a major problem that cannot easily be remedied then
while you may not be in the running for a top three placing you still have time to fix
the boat and go out and have fun in the second heat. This format also has a good
setting up potential for guys with new boats to see if changes that they made
between heats (eg props or pipes etc) have had a positive or negative effect on a
boats performance.
Having a night between the enduro heats is also an advantage as it means that if
something goes wrong in the first heat then you have the evening to fix it or at least
attempt to without the race day stress of trying to get it going again while also running
in other classes. It also means that with today’s currently low attendance numbers
and all hands being required to help out then the event organisers know that
everyone will be available to help out when needed.
So far this looks more like one of Doris’s sermons than a regatta write-up. Well it
was a dam good weekend’s boating in a format that I was a bit sceptical about before
having tried it.
The only tweak that was felt necessary between Sat and Sun was that we dropped
the Le Mans start in favour of the 2 ½ minute countdown for all races. This was
really good in getting everyone on the water without disadvantage, as pit crews were
a bit thin on the ground at times. It is also a lot safer as we tend to run our boats
from a lot further away from the edge of the lake than we used to and not being in a
hurry to get it in the water sure helped me get over the race jitters.

I am not going to ramble on about the specific events as I was a bit busy to take too
many notes but a few things that did stick in my mind are as follows.
Perter Colliers C1 tunnel and it’s amazing drive through the course. This boat is I
think getting around the course as fast as a C2 tunnel by virtue of its acceleration out
of the corners.
Tony Rutledge’s C2 tunnel. The boat gets around the course looking like a bird of
prey hunting food. Man it is fast.
John Belworthy has finally got a really good turn of speed out of his B mono after a
fair while trying. Handles well too.
Grant Binns’ new tunnel boat with all the sponsors BS painted all over. Looked
superb and will hopefully go as well after some sorting out.
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Jack Clarkson driving more laps than anyone else from up on the drivers stand for
two whole days. Any boat that was going, he was driving it.
Loony Too back out on the water and the smile from Anna when it was going.
Wayne’s cell fone beeping and vibrating every 5 minutes and the silly look on his
face each time it did.
See ya all at the next round.

Results
A Mono Matrix
Wayne
John
Greg
Neil
Darin

McNaught
Belworthy
Clarkson
Plumpton
O'Malley

B Mono Matrix
Nigel
John
Daryl
Neil
Peter
Darrell
Tony
Leigh

570.88
527.63
471.62
464.72
93.96

C1 Mono Matrix
Peter
Steve
Greg
Daryl
Darin
Wayne
Tony
Graham
Taylor

Collier
Trott
Clarkson
Christensen
O'Malley
McNaught
Rutledge
Merrey
Trott

624.04
614.34
607.17
450.46
424.94
403.3
261.03

Trott
Collier
Clarkson
Plumpton
Binns
Wong
Rutledge
Marsden

A Endurance
John
Belworthy
Wayne McNaught

510.66
469.82
453.65
280.35
259.19
134.67

Rutledge
Marsden

C2 Mono Matrix
Neil
Greg
Darrell
Daryl
Nigel

C Tunnel Matrix
Steve
Peter
Greg
Neil
Grant
Nigel
Tony
Leigh

Wong
Belworthy
Christensen
Plumpton
Collier

895.63
676.6
644.63
632.6
427.4
166.47

Heat 1

Heat 2

Total

57
60

59
54

116
114
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Plumpton
Clarkson
Christensen
Wong

609.08
499.17
416.22
390.28

Neil
Darin
Greg

Plumpton
O'Malley
Clarkson

B Endurance
Daryl
John
Darrell
Neil
Anna
Tony
Nigel
Leigh
Peter
Graham

Christensen
Belworthy
Plumpton
Clarkson
Rutledge
Wong
Marsden
Collier
Merrey

C1 Endurance
Greg
Steve
Daryl
Taylor
Darin
Peter
Nigel
Anna
Wayne
Tony
Graham

Clarkson
Trott
Christensen
Trott
O'Malley
Collier
Wong
Clarkson
McNaught
Rutledge
Merrey

C2 Endurance
Greg
Steve
Darrell
Daryl
Neil
Nigel
Tony
Grant

Clarkson
Trott
Christensen
Plumpton
Wong
Rutledge
Binns

55
30
44

56
25
2

111
55
46

Heat 1

Heat 2

Total

60
40
44
48
26

53
51
36
23
41
54

113
91
80
71
67
54
40
27
0
0

Heat 1

Heat 2

Total

37
34
42
50
38
47
53
45
29

67
65
50
41
22
9

104
99
92
91
60
56
53
45
44
43
13

40
27

15
43

13

Heat 1

Heat 2

Total

51
41
33
43
30
32

44
51
54

95
92
87
43
35
32
30
21

7

5
30
14
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In Training with all the comforts !!!!

Tonys new Cat getting some racing k’s
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Doris new sponsored Aeromarine Offshore Cat

Just to prove there was at least one mono.
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Tui full noise across the rescue boat wake

Doris old F1 still going strong

Governors Cup Regatta – Lake Cowley, New Plymouth
Saturday morning started promisingly with fine still weather and smooth water, just perfect for
a realistic Offshore! Yeah right Tui. Well that was the least of our problems as weed ( not the
narcotic kind) became the 4 letter word to affect us most. Lee Marsden had to retire early
with motor cooling problems and didn't want to risk his backup over cooking too. The rest of
us plugged on, some plagued by mechanical problems as well. A few of the larger /powerful
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boats like Tui's Cat and some of the conventional Deep Vees didn't seem to be bothered by
it all. Daryl/ Slick once again proved that the reasonable speed and reliability of your
standard garden Deep Vee wins the day and eventually accumulated most laps over the
weekend. Well done. Steve/ Tui did a fine job for the Cat brigade, coming second only a few
laps down.
In the Sport 45 class John Nicholls showed good form with his Ladybug Hydro. His efforts in
sorting out this boat over the last year has paid dividends. John cleaned up both the one lap
sprint and the heat racing. Grant / Doris B..Slapper brought up the rear with a second and
the remainder struggled to finish. Weed and boat reliability were again not good so no one
finished the final. Eg My newly acquired Smoking Joe suffered from ( She was only finished
5 minutes b4 the race) type reliability and Harry's normally clockwork like Motaman suffered
a rounded off square drive, bugger.
On to the Premier C Scale event and it didn't disappoint. We had some seriously good close
racing that weekend. For example, the 1st heat saw Doris get a scorching start and wasn't
really challenged for the lead. All the action was in the fight for second. Tony/Lm had been
chasing Tui for a while then managed to sneak pass. But Tui wasn't in the mood to lay down
and put the bit between his teeth. He kept the pressure on and eventually squeezed his boat
pass Lm's to secure his second place. Boy O boy that was hot. But Lm's renowned
consistency won him 1st place overall in the heat racing with Doris and Tui tied for 2nd.
Doris had been fighting handling problems with the Bud all weekend so this was a fine effort.
The best race though, in my opinion, was the final when Lm had been leading the entire race
up until the 2nd to last buoy. Tui had had his nose up Lm's exhaust pipe throughout the race
and when Lm had to steer Ladybug wide to avoid a slower boat Tui nipped inside to take the
lead and win by only metres. Jaw dropping stuff .
Thanks for the entertainment guys, it was a fantastic way to end a fun weekend. Also thanks
to the New Plymouth club for hosting the regatta at short notice and organising food etc as
well as the Saturday evening bash at the Grill. Nice.
As always thanks to Tui for the tremendous work he puts into these events behind the scene.
Numbers were a little low but a goodtime was had and we need to bear in mind that if we do
not support these events they may not happen at all. That would be a real pity.
Keep burning that methanol. Grasshopper.

Governors Cup regatta results.
Best presented Offshore boat.
1
2
3

G Binns
S Trott
S Trott

Hynds Pipes
Villain
DaDA

Cat
Deep Vee
Cat

Offshore Enduro
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

D Christiansen
S Trott
G Binns
J Belworthy
T Rutledge
S Trott
N Wong
J Nicholls
L Marsden

78 laps
74
( cat )
52
46
31
29 ( vee )
12
5
2
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Offshore Hi Points series Most laps after round 2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13=
13=

D Christiansen
S Trott (cat)
G Binns
J Belworthy
P Lokum
T Rutledge
N Plumpton
S Trott ( vee)
L Marsden
D Hansen
D Ward
N Wong
J Nicholls
W McNaught

144 laps
119
87
82
65
62
57
56
48
43
22
12
5
5

Sport 45 hydro.
Most Authentic boat judging
1
S Trott
Oh Boy Oberto
2
J Nicholls
Ladybug
3
S Trott
Executone
4
J Belworthy
Motaman
5
G Binns
Blackley Const
6
N Wong
Smokin Joes

1Lap Sprints.
1
J Nicholls
2
J Belworthy
3
S Trott
4
G Binns
rest dnf

14.20 sec
14.25
20.63
23.60

Heat Racing
1
J Nicholls
2
G Binns
rest dnf

2000 pts
400

Trophy Final
All DNF
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580 pts
560
555
510
480
280

Sport 45 Hydro Hi Points series after round 2
J Nicholls
J Belworthy
S Trott
P Collier
G Binns
W McNaught
S Trott
L Marsden
G Merrey
N Wong

Ladybug
Motaman
Executone
The Boss
Blackly Cont
Fastpost
Oh Boy Oberto
Pinky
Full Tit
Smokin Joes

4710
2375
2239
2107
2028
1740
1540
1298
280
280

C Scale Hydro.
Most Authentic boat judging
1
T Rutledge Ladybug
2
S Trott
Executone
3
S Trott
Oh Boy Oberto

1 Lap Sprints.
1
T Rutledge
2
G Binns
3
S Trott (ex)
4
S Trott (ob)
5
J Nicholls

Heat racing.
1
T Rutledge
2=
G Binns
2=
S Trott (ex)
4
S Trott (ob)
rest dnf

602
595
400

13.70 sec
13.96
14.40
15.72
28.25

1425
1000
1000
400

Trophy Final
1
S Trott ( ex )
2
T Rutledge
3
G Binns

C Scale Hydro series after round 2.
T Rutledge
Ladybug
S Trott
Executone
G Binns
Budweiser
S Trott
Oh Boy Oberto
J Nicholls
Madison
D Christiansen
Bardahl

5452
3789
3480
1546
934
225
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Fast Electric Boating in Orlando Florida
From Doris
In late April while in the USA on business I got the opportunity to visit with a group of fast
electric boat racers in Orlando Florida.

While planning the trip I
considered my Sunday options
because I needed time to get
over jet lag etc with the
conference starting at 7:30 am
on Monday morning.
The options for the day were,
Disney World, The Epcot Centre,
SeaWorld, the Kennedy Space
Centre, Golf at the Falcons Fire
Golf Club, an airboat tour of the
Bald-cypress swamp or the
opportunity to have a look at
some fast electric model boating.

Ron Green, Dave Ratliff, Eric
Johnson and my driver Chris Harris.
The choice wasn’t difficult to make and after a few more emails with Ron, (Capt. Ron to
everyone) he had arranged for someone to collect me from my hotel at 9:00am Sunday
Morning.
Orlando is an interesting place,
it is flat, and I mean flat with a
relatively high water table. As
you fly in over the city and
surrounds, this place would
have to be a model boaters
paradise, there are ponds and
lakes everywhere with many of
them being an ideal size. As I
learnt later, just because you
can see water, it doesn’t mean
you can use it, much of what
you could see was privately
owned. There were however
lots of properties that backed or
fronted on to water, so all you
really need to do is buy one.

12 cell Seaducer with brushless
power

Anyway Chris Harris picked me up at my hotel we headed of to the other side of Orlando to
the clubs lake, about an hours drive. It wasn’t until later that I found out that Chris only lived
10 minutes from the lake but he spent 2 hours picking me up and taking me back which is a
really special effort.
Also this wasn’t a club day, Ron had just asked a few guys to bring some boats down to the
lake so I could have a look and see what they get up to, again a really special effort.
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Chris and I had a really good talk
about all sorts of things while we
were driving, the boats the
batteries, the speeds, model boat
politics, and yes model boaters
are the same.
At the lake the other guys had set
up some tables and the electric
powered dinghy and they were
just starting to have some fun.
Unfortunately the wind was up a
little and the lake surface was
quite rough.

Doris at the controls of a 12 cell El
Lobo III with brushless power.
These puppies are fun and hell do
they go.
The first thing I noticed that some of these boats were
quite large (3.5) sized but very light in their build
weight. Batteries doubled or tripled the weight of
some boats.
This light weight and the wind caused a few problems
but again I was surprised how well the boats handled
the conditions.
While the lads were running I took photos and some
video of the activities and some of the
boats were hard to get because they were quick.
I saw two 12 cell brushless
monos and 1 x 16 cell
brushless mono running, full
surface drive very smooth and
very quick. Setup for the oval
these boats handled really well
in the conditions at a pace that
I
would
suggest
was
considerable quicker that our
3.5 monos.
Then I had a go with a smaller
El Lobo 3 ply wood hull, 12 cell
12 cell Limited Sport Hydro with 700bb
brushless, what a buzz, just
motor.
squeeze the trigger and watch
it light up, I gave it a couple of
full throttle bursts down wind and I decided that this thing was impressive.
Run times are short 2 to 2.5 minutes but it is fun.
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Next I had a look at the boats that would fit our
12 cell stock class, i.e. 700 bb brushed motor.
This setup is run in monos and in the limited
sport hydro class.
These boats were fun the monos had the
same pace as our boats but the hydros were
quite quick and they run these boats for 10
laps. Chris was running his scale shovel nose
at the limit in the conditions and it was
impressive.

A wide selection of
toys
Chris also had a carbon fibre 6 cell outrigger
with a 19 turn motor and while the conditions
wouldn’t allow him to really show what this
little lightweight hull could do, what I did see
of it was really impressive.

16 Cell Brushless

The lads tried a couple of the other sport
Hydros but the water was simply too rough so
at that stage Ron ran me down to buy the
beer, and then Chris took me back to the
hotel.

I have taken lots of photos and learnt a lot from the exercise and if nothing else it has given
me a burst of enthusiasm to get some electric boats back on the water.
I showed the guys some photos of our
boats and outlined some of the racing we
do, they thought our rough sea off shore
racing sounded like fun but 1 hour
endurance racing sounded pretty nuts.
They liked the nickname idea and thought
that Harry Potter, Gizmo, Pig pen, Elvis, Tui
and Doris etc were great.
I have come back with some bits including a
12 cell ply wood rigger kit, which cost $6500 US. Which has to be good buying? This
boat will be setup for our 12 cell stock class
and will hopefully be a 50k plus boat.
Once again I can’t thank the Orlando guys enough for the effort they put in.
Ron also extends an invitation to anyone else who is visiting the area to contact him and join
them for a days boating.
Just a passing thought as I was leaving Orlando and heading to the airport at 5:30am in the
big shuttle van with a 30 gazillion litre diesel under the bonnet. We were cruising down the
highway at 70mph (the speed limit on many of the main highways) with 2000rpm on the
clock. It’s funny what you note at that time of the morning.
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Happenings in Hamilton
All of guys are looking forward eagerly to the next round of the endurance/matrix series in
July with our fingers crossed for the weather gods to smile on us.
Graeme is trying to get some better performance from his new big offshore tunnel boat.
Greg is attempting to get boats going again for the enduro weekend but work rosters and the
weather gods are not smiling at present.
Rex is recovering from a foot operation but hops to be back down at the lake soon, while
Stanley is just chafing at the bit to run his boat.
Andrew has made some repairs and mods to the shaft on his C1 deep vee and is looking for
more reliability.
Winter is winning against enthusiasm to get into the shed at the moment except for Graeme
who built his garage with underfloor heating in it – clever bugger.

Tauranga
Firstly, we all welcome two new members to the fold, Ian and Leon Jacobs ( father and son )
Tui has spent a bit of time helping Leon get a new 61 Deepvee going and man does it go !!
Ian was taken by the whole thing and has got a 61 Hunter Mono on the build, all things being
good then both are planning to be racing at the next Hamilton Enduro / Matrix event....
Tui has been busy working on solving the old problem of hydro propwalk, a quick build of
another sp 45 for experimentation has taken place rather than hack a good boat around at
this point....Peter Collier and others are helping with this investigation and some early trials
are showing some interesting results, a report for Propshaft will be prepared at the
conclusion to share the results....
Snorkel and family have returned from their fantastic Aussi holiday and sounding very
refreshed, we look forward to seeing the Pickering gang back in action soon !!

Manawatu
By Doris
Leigh is working hard getting his boats sorted and building a new one. He will be ready for
the next Matrix round.
In the lake they have started their second sweep to clean out the bottom and deepen the
lake. At this stage I am not sure what impact it will have on our activities but I suspect we will
be moving to the other end within 18 months.
I have a very busy workshop schedule with rebuilds of two electric boats, the construction of
a 12 cell rigger and a 3.5 mono. Yes I am keen.

Wellington
Tony has set his Cat Attack up for a crack at the speed record for C Tunnel at the
Queens Birthday W/E regatta.
Nigel has some work to do on O Boy Oberto B Scale and is working on a 90 size cat
for the Offshore racing.
Elvis is spending a lot of time texting and if that’s not enough – the phone. I think he
is loosing the plot our he has a new secret weapon!
Daryl has just about finished setting up Tonys old Sport 45 with a Nelson 45. This
should be extremely quick once sorted.
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Pete Collier has started his own design Sport 45. This is going to be where all the
action is going to be soon. (Even Daryl Christiansen has one on the way soon.)
I have run my new small Puma outdrive A mono and need some more time on it like
straightening the hull and moving the balance rearward.

2005 Calendar of Events
Date

4-6 June
9-10 July
13-14 Aug
8-9 Oct
22-24 Oct
26-27 Nov

Event

Venue

Queens Birthday Regatta
Round 2 – Matrix Endurance Series
Round 3 – Scale Hydro Series – Governors Cup
Round 3 – Matrix Endurance Series
Thunder Down Under
Round 4 – Scale Hydro Series – Latimer Hotel
Trophy

TBA
Hamilton
TBA
Palmerston North
Tokoroa
Palmerston North

Can club contacts please let us know of any significant club events so we can add
them to the calendar?
Wire Drives. By John Belworthy
I have been experimenting with these on my Motoman Sport 45 this year.
I am using a 3/32” piano wire glued to a 3/16” stub shaft with PERMABOND Permalok A1046
adhesive. The wire is into the stub approximately 20-25mm, cleaned before joining and left
for a minimum of 24hrs before use. I didn’t use mine for a couple of weeks to make sure. I
have run this shaft since the beginning of the year without a breakage. The only problem has
been the square drive coupler I machined – rounding off at the last regatta – bugger. I’m now
looking at making a new driver from inside the motor to take the wire direct. More on this
later.
The reasons for using wire: Reduced friction through smaller diameter bearing
surface/circumference, lighter and simplicity.

Many thanks for all the contributors for this Propshaft - Editor.

Breaking News – Greg Clarkson has our new web site up. It will be
updated as time allows. A special thanks to Greg for this task. This
is our modern vehicle to tell anyone that’s interested in what the
NZMPBA is doing.
www.nzmpba.co.nz
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2005 NZMPBA
Matrix / Endurance Series
Entry Form
Round 2 - Hamilton
July 9th – 10th 2005
Name:
Address

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

Phone Number
Event
A Mono Matrix
B Mono Matrix
C1 Mono Matrix
C2 Mono Matrix
Petrol Mono P1
Pet Mono P2/3
A Tunnel Matrix
C Tunnel Matrix

: __________________
Frequency Alt. Freq.

NZMPBA No. ___________
Event
A Endurance
B Endurance
C1 Endurance
C2 Endurance
Petrol Endurance P1
Pet Endurance P2/3
B Tunnel Matrix
Petrol Tunnel

Frequency

Alt. Freq.

All events will be run to NZMPBA Racing Rules.
Endurance events will consist of 2 x 20 minute heats.
All participants must be members of the NZMPBA.
Closing Date

4th July 2005

(Late entries will incur an additional fee of $10.00 and may not necessarily be accepted).
Registration Fee
Event Fee ($1.00 per event)

$
$

10.00

___________
Total

(Payment must accompany entry, Cheques to MMPBC)

$
Max $15.00

This is a new series using the Trial format discussed at the AGM.
If you have any questions or comments, please contact
Grant Binns
Phone (06) 3551 625
Home or work (06) 356 5557
Email binns@blackley.co.nz
Post entry to NZMPBA c\- 11 Westhaven Grove
Palmerston North
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